Single-coordinate-driving method for molecular docking: application to modeling of guest inclusion in cyclodextrin.
An extension of the computer program CICADA has been developed that allows us to use the single-coordinate-driving (SCD) method for flexible molecular docking. The docking procedure is composed of three independent space rotations, three independent translations, and the torsions selected by the user. One of the coordinates is driven; the other coordinates are relaxed. This procedure follows low-energy wells on the potential energy surface of the entire system. The program allows us to dock more than one ligand molecule to the receptor. We ran two test examples, docking N,N-dimethylformamide into alpha-cyclodextrin and R-phenoxypropionic acid into beta-cyclodextrin. The test examples showed that the SCD approach is able to overcome high-energy barriers and to cover the entire box within which the search is performed. The limitations of molecular dynamics docking in comparison with our approach also are discussed. The philosophy of the newly developed approach is not only to find the best dock for the receptor-ligand(s) system, but also to describe all the important binding modes and provide a good starting point for studying the dynamics within the cavity during the docking process.